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Abstract
Cutaneous leishmaniasis (CL) is caused by the protozoan parasite L. maxicana is one of the major
parasitic diseases throughout the world.  Due to the lack of approved vaccines against CL, chemotherapy
is the only modern treatment. These treatments have some major consequences including prolonged
treatment, parenteral administration, tolerability, teratogenicity, etc. Presently, none of the current CL drugs
have high levels of e�cacy. Thus, the development of new and safer drugs possessing cost-effective,
e�cacious, oral and short course drugs is urgently needed. Drug repurposing is another method that can
be used for the development of new therapeutic activities.When a new therapeutic activity would have
been identi�ed, the entities could be rapidly advanced into clinical trials. Phosphomannomutase (PMM)
has become highlighted as potential drug targets due to its important role in the biosynthesis of
glycoconjugates.These glycoconjugates are essential for parasite virulence.To identify new promising
lead molecules, we have picked 8500 approved drugs for their potential to be repurposed for CL. The
library of approved drugs was obtained from Zinc data-base and PMM structure (PDBID: -2i54) was
retrieved from protein data bank and used for molecular docking simulation and protein-ligand
interaction analysis. The protein structure was validated by the Procheck Ramachandran plot.  The virtual
screening of the full library of drugs by AutoDock Vina version PyRx 0.8 and selected 46 drug molecules
and docking simulations were performed through Glide module of Schrodinger software. Saquinavir and
Grazoprevir showed the highest binding a�nity -10.144 and -10.131 kcal/mole respectively, was
repurposed to be promising drug candidates for CL. To �nd the stability of complexes (saquinavir-2i54
and grazoprevi-2i54) were performed 100ns molecular dynamics simulation. In the molecular dynamics
simulation trajectories of both complexes were analyzed. The results of grazoprevir-2i54 and saquinavir-
2i54 complex were showed good stability in the active site of receptor. In conclusion, grazoprevir and
saquinavir could be the alternative drugs for the treatment of CL.

1. Introduction
Leishmaniasis is caused by the protozoan parasite of the 20 Leishmania species and transmitted
through the bite of female phlebotomine sand�y species.1,2 During its life cycle, the parasite switches
from a promastigote �agellate form within the sand�y to an intracellular amastigote form in the
macrophages of the mammalian host.3 It is included among 13 neglected tropical parasitic diseases by
the World Health Organization Tropical Disease Research (WHO TDR).4 The disease mainly strikes the
poor and is associated with malnutrition, population displacement, poor housing, and a weak immune
system. This disease is recognized into the three most variable forms, such as Cutaneous Leishmaniasis
(CL), Mucocutaneous Leishmaniasis (ML) and Visceral Leishmaniasis (VL). CL is the most common
form, recognized as skin scratches, stigma, ulcers, and scars. This disease is mostly distributed in
America, the Mediterranean Basin, the Central and Middle East Asia. In September 2021, CL occurred in
56 endemic countries reported by WHO Global Leishmaniasis programme for 2020. In 2020, about 80%
of global CL was reported from 7 countries (Afghanistan, Algeria, Colombia, Iraq, Pakistan,Seriaand Arab
Republic). It is estimated that 6,00,000 to 1 million new cases are reported worldwide annually.5 There are
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two important ways to affect the development of the parasite within the host, considering proteins
expressed in the amastigote form as therapeutic targets. The �rst one targeting proteins in biochemical
pathways is leading to altered metabolism and is harmful for the parasite.6-9 Another one is to avoid
macrophage-parasite which plays a pivotal role on glycoconjugate recognition. Inhibition of
glycoconjugate biosynthesis diminishes parasite load. The glycosylation is a key pathway for
macrophage infection.10-14

Mannose is a nutritional supplement and responsible for the biosynthesis of glycoconjugates such as
Glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI), Lipophsophoglycan (LGP), Proteophosphoglycans (PPG) and
Glycoinositolphospholipid (GIPLS) which are present at the surface of the eukaryotic cell and involved in
many biological processes like intercellular recognition, adhesion or signaling.15,16 These
glycoconjugates are essential for parasite virulence.11, 14 PMM is a chief therapeutic target that plays an
essential role in the survival of the parasite in the mammalian life cycle.17  In the mannosylation pathway,
the PMM converts mannose-6-phosphate into mannose-1-phosphate which plays a crucial role in the
synthesis of glycoconjugates. Hereby, the glycosylation process plays the main role in macrophage
infection. PMM is an important target for the development of new drugs against L. mexicana.18

Pentavalent antimonials have been used for decades against CL, due to adverse side effects like
musculoskeletal pain, gastrointestinal disturbances and mild to moderate headache cannot be used
frequently. The current treatment options are liposomal amphotericin B, miltefosine, �uconazole and
ketoconazole. These treatments have serious issues including prolonged treatment, parenteral
administration, tolerability, teratogenicity etc. Now a day, none of the current CL drugs have high levels of
e�cacy. Thus, the development of new and safer drugs having cost-effective, e�cacious, oral and short
course drugs for CL is urgently needed. 

Drug repurposing is an alternate method for the development of new drugs. Approved drugs have known
pharmacokinetics and safety pro�les.19,20 When a new biological activity has been identi�ed, the drug
can be rapidly advanced into clinical trials. Here, we have selected 8500 approved drugs for their potential
to be repurposed for CL.

2. Methods

2.1 Target preparation and validation
The 3D structures of PMM (PDBID:-2i54) were downloaded from Protein Data Bank
(http://www.rcsb.org/pdb) in PDB format with resolution value 2.10 Å & R- values; free is 0.230 and R-
value work is 0.189 represents that protein structure is best for docking analysis. The visualization of
protein was done by AccelryBiovia Discovery 2017 R2 for cleaning
(www.advanceduninstaller.com/BIOVIA-Discovery).21

http://www.advanceduninstaller.com/BIOVIA-Discovery
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Prochek Ramachandran plot was used for the validation of target protein (2i54) de�ned by the phi (φ)
and psi (ψ) angles, the number of amino acid residues shown in the most favorable region is 90.8%, the
additional allowed region is 8.9%, generously allowed regions are 0.3% and disallowed region is 0.0%.
The number of amino acid residues was shown >90% which represents good quality of 3D model22. After
validation of the protein, docking analysis was performed to �nd out protein-ligand interaction.23 

2.2 Ligand preparation
I have downloaded 8500 drugs from the Zinc database approved by different regulatory agencies. It was
visualized in the discovery studio visualization tool and saved in PDB format.24 Open Babel was used for
the energy minimization of ligands25 and converted into pdbqt format with the help of a PyRx virtual
screening tool for the protein-ligand interaction analysis.26

2.3 Virtual Screening and molecular docking 
Virtual screening of 8500 drugs was done by AutoDock Vina PyRx 0.8 virtual screening tool against PMM
(PDBID: - 2i54). The minimization of energy was carried out through open Babel PyRx 0.8 to get the
stable and low energy conformation of the protein.  AutoDock Vina version PyRx 0.8 tool was used for
molecular docking of ligands on macromolecular protein (grid box i.e., xyz center value; x: 36.69, y: 6.52,
z: 40.38 and dimensions in x: 57.36, y: 52.56, and z: 54.89. The analysis of docking is based on the
Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm.27 After that for each protein-ligand complex among the 9 poses, the best
pose based on its conformation and binding a�nity was selected and also obtained RMSD (Root Mean
Square Deviation) values.28 The RMSD values (UB/LB) zero refers to good interaction between protein
and ligand. I have selected the top 46 ligands based on high binding energy and further molecular
docking simulation was done through Schrodinger software (Desmond; maestro version 12.6.144
Schrodinger 2020-4 LLC, New York, USA) for validation.26 Table1

The selected ligands were docked accordingly on the generated grid of the receptor using standard
precision (SP) and OPLS3e force �eld to calculate their binding energy. Glide generated different
conformations for the ligand-receptor interaction; the best pose was selected based on binding energy,
hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonds, internal energy, root mean square deviation and desolvation.
The result of protein and ligand complex structure was visualized in the discovery studio tool (Biovia).
 Table 1 

2.4 Molecular dynamics simulation
The top lead drugs saquinavir (ZINC26664090) and grazoprevir (ZINC95551509) were selected and
analyzed through molecular dynamics simulation at 100ns.The results have been evaluated with the help
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of root mean square deviation (RMSD), root mean square �uctuation (RMSF), number of hydrogen bonds,
hydrophobic interactions, ionic bonds and water bridges.

3. Results And Discussion

3.1 Virtual screening and binding interaction analysis
The library of 8500 drugs was downloaded from the Zinc database approved by different regulatory
agencies (https://www.fda.gov/). Virtual screening was performed by PyRx virtual screening tool against
PMM (PDBID: -2i54). Based on high binding a�nity, chosen 46 drug molecules and molecular docking
simulation was performed through Schrodinger software.Table1The top 2 lead molecules (saquinavir and
grazoprevir) were selected based on the best binding interaction between protein and ligand. Saquinavir
and grazoprevir showed binding energy -10.144 and -10.131 kcal/mole respectively. Amphotericin B and
Miltefosine were used as a standard drug and further analyzed through molecular dynamics simulation.
The �ow diagram of the work is given in Fig. 1. Top 2 lead molecules consist of different pharmacophoric
groups including hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA), hydrogen bond donor (HBD), hydrophobic interaction, Pi
alkyl, Salt bridge, Vander Waal interaction, pi-pi stacking etc. were visualized in the discovery
studio.29 The active site of amino acid residues involved in binding interaction of saquinavir were
ASP187, ASN70, PHE11, GLY53, GLY54, VAL11, GLY212, VAL173, GLY174, GLY175, LYS208, ARG122,
MET125, SER172, ASN214, ASP12, GLY45, ASP10, MRG2002,  ASP180, ARG19, LYS50.30 The saquinavir-
PMM complex showed interactive forces such as Vander Waals, salt bridge, conventional hydrogen bond,
carbon-hydrogen bond, metal acceptor, pi-anion, pialkyl. The active site of amino acid residues involved in
binding interaction of grazoprevir were SER46, GLY174, ASP12, GLY44, PRO18, LYS188, ARG19, ASP207,
VAL173, GLY213, GLY175, TRY216, GLU217, PHE182, ASP187, ASN70, MET125, MG2002, ASP180,
ASN214, LYS208, SER172, ASP10, MG2002, ASP180, ARG112. The grazoprevir-PMM complex showed
interactive forces such as Vander Waals, attractive charge, conventional hydrogen bond, carbon-hydrogen
bond, metal acceptor, unfavorable acceptor-acceptor, pi- carbon, pi alkyl. Molecular dynamics simulation
studies were performed to analyze the stability of saquinavir-2i54 and grazoprevir-2i54complexes at
100ns. The MD simulations results have been evaluated with the help of root mean square deviation
(RMSD), root mean square �uctuation (RMSF), the number of hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic interactions,
ionic bonds, and water bridges.

Table 2

Interaction information from docking calculations between saquinavir and grazoprevir with PMM

https://www.fda.gov/
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3.2 Molecular dynamics simulation studies:
MD simulation used to optimize and establish the stability of the protein-ligand complex. This study was
performed by computing through the root mean square deviation (RMSD) and root mean square
�uctuation of protein (RMSF) analysis of Cα, ligand properties, the radius of gyration (rGy), molecular
surface area (MolSA), solvent accessible surface area (SASA), polar surface area (PSA), hydrophobic
bonds, ionic bonds and water bridges (Table3). The highest binding a�nity of saquinavir/ZINC26664090
& grazoprevir/ZINC95551509-PMM complex was selected for MD simulation studies.

Table 3

Molecular dynamics simulation studies of lead molecules
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Parameters 2I54-ZINC000026664090 2I54-Grazoprevir

RMSD Cα
atoms (Å)

0.979-4.937 1.075-3.663

RMSD
ligand �t on
protein (Å)

1.582-4.935 1.935-5.655

RMSF Cα
atoms (Å)

0.690-5.526 0.498-3.835

rGyr (Å) 4.973-5.626 5.148-5.930

MolSA (Å2) 548.929-619.015 602.875-674.166

SASA (Å2) 171.793-372.838 316.886-669.971

PSA (Å2) 135.771-214.001 159.518-223.044

Hydrogen
bonds

A: Arg19, A: Ser46, A: Asn127, A:
Arg133, A: Gly174, A: Gln176, A:
Ser178, Asp180, C: Pro165, C:
Asp166, C: Gln168

A: Arg19, A: Lys50, A: Asn70, A: Arg122, A:
Ser172, A: Val 173, A: Gly175, A: Gln176, A:
Lys188, A: Gly212, A: Gly213, A: Asn214

Hydrophobic
bonds

A: Arg122, A: Met125, A: Arg133,
A: Ile177, A: Phe182 C: Lys184

A: Leu72, A: Arg122, A: Met125, A: Val173, A:
Phe182, A: Lys188, A: Tyr216

Ionic bonds A: Asp180 A: Asp12, A: Arg19, A: Lys50

Water
bridges

A: Arg19, A: Gly45, A: Ser46, A:
Lys50, A: Arg122, A: Asn127, A:
Arg133, A: Ser172, A: Val173, A:
Gly174, A: Gly175, A: Gln176, A:
Ile177, A: Ser178, A: Asp180, C:
Pro165, Asp166, C: Gln168

A: Asp12, A: Arg19, A: Gly45, A: Ser46, A: Asp47,
A: Lys50, A: Glu69, A: Asn70, A: Arg122, A:
Asn123, A: Arg133, A: Arg140, A: Tyr171, A:
Ser172, A: Val173, A: Gly174, A: Gly175, A:
Gln176, A: Asp180, A: Lys188, A: Lys208, A:
Gly212, A: Gly213, A: Asn214

RMSD Cα= Root mean square deviation of Protein, RMSD ligand = Root mean square deviation of ligand,
RMSF Cα = Root mean square �uctuation of protein, rGyr= Radius of Gyration, MolSA = Molecular
Surface Area, SASA = Solvent Accessible Surface Area, PSA = Polar Surface Area 

3.3 Estimation of complex stability via RMSD analysis
During MD simulation studies, RMSD is one of the most important parameters which gives complete
information about the stability and insight into the structural conformation of the protein-ligand complex.
The lower range of RMSD along with consistent variation throughout the simulation shows maximum
stability of the protein-ligand complex. In the molecular dynamics simulation of
saquinavir/ZINC26664090-2i54 & grazoprevir/ZINC95551509-2i54 complex, structural variations of Cα
atoms have �rst been individually determined for each point during the root mean square deviation
(RMSD) analysis.
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To calculate the RMSD value of the saquinavir-PMM complex from the starting to end of the simulation
the RMSD of Cα and saquinavir were varied from 0.979-4.937 Å and 1.582-4.935 Å [Figure 4A]. Saquinavir
was shown the stability and bounded with protein throughout the simulation. But the protein was
deviated from the stage of 2.10 to 4.11ns and again achieved the equilibrium point at the end of the
simulation. Similarly, grazoprevir-complex also computed the RMSD of protein and ligand 1.075-3.663 Å
and 1.935-5.655 Å [Figure 4B]. From the initially to 55 ns grazoprevir bound in the active site with
rotational movements with the conformational changes but for some times 55.80 to 58.70 ns exhibited
translational movement with the protein and again attained the equilibrium with the rotational
movements in the binding pocket of protein. After analysing the RMSD values of both complexes which
were demonstrated good stability against the target protein. Table 3

3.4 RMSF analysis
Root mean square �uctuation (RMSF) is measures the �uctuation in atoms of protein with the ligand
during the MD simulation at a speci�c temperature and pressure. The RMSF values were analyzed 0.690-
5.526 Å and 0.498-5.655 Å for saquinavir-2i54 and grazoprevir -2i54 complexes [Table 3]. Most of the
�uctuations were noted in loop region in which Glu22, Gly212, and Asp245 amino acids of chain B with
their RMSF 4.61 Å, 5.08 Å, and 5.526 Å in saquinavir-2i54 complex [Figure 4C]. Similarly, the �uctuations
were examined Arg19, Pro112 with their RMSF 2.00 Å, 2.55 Å, and 3.83Å in the grazoprevir-complex
[Figure 4D]. In grazoprevir-complex was analyzed less positional changes than saquinavir-2i54 during the
100ns molecular dynamics simulation. Table-3 

3.5 Analysis of protein-ligand interaction and ligand
properties
To calculate protein-ligand interaction, based on molecular docking results, the complexes which were
displayed the lowest binding energies against the receptor were chosen. To check out the stability of
respective complexes were performed MD simulation at 100ns in which hydrogen bond, hydrophobic
interaction, ionic bond and water bridges were explored. As a result total of eleven hydrogen bonds (A:
Arg19, A: Ser46, A: Asn127, A: Arg133, A: Gly174, A: Gln176, A: Ser178, Asp180, C: Pro165, C: Asp166, and
C: Gln168) with amino acids, but out of these amino acids Asp180 involved 99% to form hydrogen bond
with saquinavir, six hydrophobic interactions (A: Arg122, A: Met125, A: Arg133, A: Ile177, A: Phe182 C:
Lys184) with interacting amino acids, one ionic bonds (A: Asp180) with amino acids and eighteen water
bridges bond (A: Arg19, A: Gly45, A: Ser46, A: Lys50, A: Arg122, A: Asn127, A: Arg133, A: Ser172, A:
Val173, A: Gly174, A: Gly175, A: Gln176, A: Ile177, A: Ser178, A: Asp180, C: Pro165, Asp166, C: Gln168)
with amino acids for saquinavir/ZINC26664090-2i54complex Table 3. But, on the other hand, in
grazoprevir-2i54 complex it is found that twelve hydrogen bonds (A: Arg19, A: Lys50, A: Asn70, A: Arg122,
A: Ser172, A: Val 173, A: Gly175, A: Gln176, A: Lys188, A: Gly212, A: Gly213, A: Asn214), but out of these
amino acids Gly212 involved 81% to formed hydrogen bond with grazoprevir, seven hydrophobic
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interactions (A: Leu72, A: Arg122, A: Met125, A: Val173, A: Phe182, A: Lys188, A: Tyr216), three ionic
bonds (A: Asp12, A: Arg19, A: Lys50) with amino acids and twenty-four water bridges (A: Asp12, A: Arg19,
A: Gly45, A: Ser46, A: Asp47, A: Lys50, A: Glu69, A: Asn70, A: Arg122, A: Asn123, A: Arg133, A: Arg140, A:
Tyr171, A: Ser172, A: Val173, A: Gly174, A: Gly175, A: Gln176, A: Asp180, A: Lys188, A: Lys208, A: Gly212,
A: Gly213, A: Asn214) with amino acids were displayed31 Table 3. Thus, based on these interactions,
grazoprevir-2i54 and saquinavir-2i54 complexes were demonstrated magni�cent stability and
interactions throughout the simulations. (Fig5 C-D)

During the MD simulation of ZINC000026664090-2I54 and Grazoprevir-2I54, we have analysed that
RMSD value of ZINC000026664090-2I54 ligand complex, the   ligand was varied 0.6-2.10 Å with initial to
43.30ns and then achieved the equilibrium at 1.7Å with respect to reference con�rmation, radius of
gyration measures the extendedness of ligand so the radius of gyration was noted that 4.973-5.626 Å at
the end of simulation, molecular surface area (MolSA) of ligand was caried out 548.929-619.015 Å2,
Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) by water molecule 171.793-372.838 Å2, and Polar Surface area
(PSA)135.771-214.001Å2 which accessible in molecule by contributing oxygen and nitrogen atoms Table
3. Similarly, in Grazoprevir-2I54 the RMSD value of ligand was estimated that 1.00-2.54 Å with the respect
to reference conformation, the radius of gyration (rGyr) in which estimated the stretchiness of
ligand 5.148-5.930 Å, molecular surface area (MolSA) of ligand was evaluated 602.875-674.166 Å2,
Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) was 316.886-669.971 Å2 in which the molecule accessible
surface area by water molecule as well as polar surface area 159.518-223.044 Å2 accessible of oxygen
and nitrogen of the molecule in whole systemTable3.

4. Conclusion
A drug repurposing study was carried out to �nd novel drugs against PMM (2i54). Thus, 8500 approved
drugs from the Zinc data base were screened initially using a virtual screening tool and selected the top
46 drugs were based on a high binding score. The molecular docking simulation of the top 46 drugs was
carried out by using the Glide module of Schrodinger software which hypothesized that grazoprevir and
saquinavir could act as promising PMM (2i54) inhibitors. The results showed that the threshold binding
a�nity of saquinavir and grazoprevir are-10.144 and -10.131 kcal/mole for PMM (2i54) respectively.
Further, we conducted the molecular dynamics simulation of both complexes saquinavir-2i54 and
grazoprevir-2i54 for 100ns. In grazoprevir-2i54 complex, the RMSD values of ligand 1.075-3.663 Å with
RMSF value of protein 0.498-3.835Å as well as the RMSD value of ligand in saquinavir-2i54 was noted
that 0.979-4.937Å with RMSF value 0.690-5.526 Å of protein. Both complexes were exhibited a good
stability in the binding pocket against the target receptor. Our work could provide new possibilities for the
treatment of CL.
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Figure 1

Graphical representation of virtual screening, molecular docking and MD simulation studies 
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Figure 2

Ramachandran Plot
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Figure 3

Interaction details ofZINC26664090 (Saquinavir) and ZINC95551509 (Grazoprevir) through 3D and 2D
structure.

A: 3D Complex structure of ZINC26664090 (Saquinavir)with protein Phosphomannomutase (2i54 pdb id)
shown docking poses, B: Applied interaction forces in protein and ligand, C: 2D structure of
ZINC26664090with protein Structure (2i54 pdb id)

A:3D Complex structure of ZINC95551509(Grazoprevir) with protein Structure (2i54 pdb id) shown
docking poses, B: Applied interaction forces in protein and ligand, C: 2D structure of ZINC95551509 with
protein Structure (2i54 pdb id).

https://zinc.docking.org/substances/ZINC000026664090/
https://zinc.docking.org/substances/ZINC000095551509/
https://zinc.docking.org/substances/ZINC000026664090/
https://zinc.docking.org/substances/ZINC000026664090/
https://zinc.docking.org/substances/ZINC000095551509/
https://zinc.docking.org/substances/ZINC000095551509/
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Figure 4

(A-B) RMSD graph of Saquinavir-2i54 and Grazoprevir-2i54 complex. (C-D) RMSF graph of saquinavir
-2i54 and grazoprevir-2i54 complex during 100 ns molecular dynamicssimulation.
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Figure 5

(A-B) 2D-structure of Saquinavir and Grazoprevir interaction with 2i54receptor.(C-D) In histogram
displayed the bond interaction with amino acids during 100ns molecular dynamicssimulation. (E-F)
Ligand contact properties viz.RMSD (Blue Line), Radius of Gyration (Green Line), Molecular Surface Area
(Orange line), Solvent Accessible Surface Area (Cyan blue line), and Polar Surface Area (Brown line). 
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